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This study documents the analogical changes in the speech of four Alamblak
men over a period from twenty-five to thirty-eight years. The data reveal
many changes were not apparently phonologically predictable by several
phonological hypotheses that have been proposed in the literature on para-
digm leveling. Many changes made by the subjects of the study were
reversed by themselves over the time period of the study. The reversals of
earlier changes suggests that change is influenced by existing paradigms and
the autonomy and automatization of allomorphs in certain lexical contexts.
The idiosyncratic nature of other changes suggest that they were not entirely
determined by those processes of language use, but that speaker initiated
grammar replacement had occurred, perhaps motivated by a goal of paradig-
matic uniformity. 

The study points out that young speakers were faced with a surface com-
plexity of alternating morphemes due to a highly abstract phonological sys-
tem underlying the adult speech in 1970. 

1.  INTRODUCTION. The traditional land of the Alamblak community lies in the
East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea, along the middle Karawari River and the
Wagupmeri River, and on the shores of Kuvenmas Lake. The Alamblak people num-
bered 1200 people in 1970, according to census numbers available at that time. Extrapo-
lating from population growth of the largest village of Amongabi, and documented
increases of family sizes there, the author estimates that the population of the whole lan-
guage group in 2010 was close to 2400.1 The Ethnologue, however, listed the population
in 2000 at 1,530. The language is in vigorous use locally and not immediately in danger
of extinction. 

This study compares the verb and noun inflectional paradigms in the changing speech
of four Alamblak men over a span of 38 years; the primary subjects of the study com-
prised one adult, and three speakers who were representatives of a younger generation in
1970 and 1978. Additional data of the same paradigms taken from women and men in
1995 and at the conclusion of the study in 2008 will be included in the discussion.

A summary of the proposed phonological analysis of the adult speech community in
1970 will be presented first; a more complete analysis may be found in Bruce (1984).

1. Population figures from the national 2011 census refer to local level government areas; lan-
guage and village population numbers are not available.
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Then evidence will be presented for paradigm leveling observed among a minority of
adult speakers in 1970, followed by data that track the changes in verbs and noun para-
digms of the primary subjects for the time line of the study. Twenty-three conjugation 2a
verbs were attested with simplifications in 1970. In this study, however, I focus on two
representative verbs of the conjugation, hingna ‘work’ and ptha ‘talk’.

This study proposes that paradigmatic changes that these Alamblak speakers made
were driven by a predisposition for reducing the surface allomorphy of stems and
suffixes in specific paradigms in their language. This process of regularizing change was
in tension with sociological factors. The influence of adult speech patterns seemed to
result in the retention of the surface allomorphy of the adult sociolect. This happened
when younger speakers achieved adult status, such as by marriage. Considerable varia-
tions in paradigm forms were documented among teenagers; changes in the paradigms
were solidified only by middle age or later, however. 

Following the presentation of the data, there is a discussion including some of the
implications of the data for the debate about how and why paradigms change the way
they do.2

1.1 DATA COLLECTION.  The initial data for this study were collected by me
and my wife Kathleen during field work from 1970 to 1984 in the village of Amongabi,
on the Karawari River, in the East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea. When I noticed
differences in the speech of adults and teenagers, I began tracking the speech of one adult
and three younger men. I collected the data for paradigms of two unstable verbs by pre-
senting speakers with the infinitive form of the verbs in the study, and then providing a
grammatical frame in Alamblak to elicit the required forms of the paradigm under study.
For example, for the word meaning ‘talk’ the infinitive form [pɨtɨɣɑ-kɨßət] was presented
with a short explanation of the procedure we were to follow. The grammatical frame
changed for each person and number in the paradigm as illustrated in example (1). 

(1) a. Hɨrek dɨbha na _____
today morning I 
‘This morning I _____.’

b. Hɨrek dɨbha nə _____
today morning we.DU

‘This morning we (two) _____.’
c. Hɨrek dɨbha nəm _____

today morning we.PL

‘This morning we _____.’

The pronoun was changed until all of the forms were elicited. Each subject spoke the
form of the target verb that collocated with each pronoun in the frame. The subjects were
prompted in private, at different times, without knowing that other people were being
asked to pronounce the same words. The data collected in this way included the two
verbs in focus in this study, and several nouns that have undergone comparable stem

2. I gratefully acknowledge the benefit this article received from suggestion from Michael Cahill
and constructive comments from two reviewers. Any remaining inadequacies are the sole
responsibility of the author.
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changes. Earlier responses were recorded on magnetic tape and the later paradigms were
recorded digitally and then transcribed in a field notebook. After completing each para-
digm, I asked each subject to readdress forms that were given indistinctly or hesitantly;
occasionally, alternative pronunciations were recorded.

Twenty-three texts containing a total of more than 7,700 words have been examined
for these verbs. Hingna ‘work’ occurred 77 times and ptha ‘talk’ occurred 85 times in the
corpus, each accounting for about one percent of the words in the corpus. Only one form
of one of the verbs, ptha ‘talk’, occurred in the relevant tense for this study, and that as a
bare stem, uninflected for person and number.3 Other occurrences of ptha in that text took
a present tense form in spite of the immediate past tense framework of the discourse. 

Because of the total lack of inflected Immediate Past verb forms in the texts exam-
ined, I depended on the elicited data for this study. I am confident in the veracity of these
forms for two reasons. The paradigms were constructed differently by each speaker
almost every time the paradigms were elicited, indicating they were not mimicking each
other. The sessions themselves were held at different times for each subject without the
knowledge that other people were being asked for the same paradigms. Furthermore, I
frequently noticed different forms of y-final stems of verbs and nouns used in conversa-
tion in the community. I engaged in conversations about the observed differences and
often heard the teenagers say that I pronounced words like the old people did, and the
older generation speakers complained that the younger generation was corrupting the
language. It was clearly a conscious and noticeable difference to old and young alike in
the Alamblak community. 

1.2 PRIMARY SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY. The subjects of the study are
described in table 1. Bapioha represents the speech patterns of the phonologically conser-
vative adult community in 1970. This generation spoke a sociolect of Alamblak that
included a limited palatal series of consonants in word stems, and noncontrastive palatal-
ized allophones in the person markers of a major verb conjugation and noun declensions
at morpheme boundaries. Phonological rules have been postulated to present stems with
one underlying form with two or three surface forms.

In 1970, a younger generation of speakers had reduced the variation of surface stem
forms, thereby simplifying certain paradigms. The subjects whose speech variations are
examined in this study were living in the village of Amongabi on the Karawari River
from 1970 to 2008.

3. That is relevant because when uninflected stems are used in discourse as the head of a subor-
dinate clause it occurs in the basic form of the stem, as would appear in the imperative form,
and the infinitive form with the infinitive suffix, or in other derived forms. In that case the
stem-final vowel is a different underlying vowel from the final vowel that manifests that posi-
tion in its inflected forms.

TABLE 1. SUBJECTS IN THE STUDY

Bapioha, male, aged 27–30 in 1970, married with children.
Ginabmahr, male, aged 15–18 in 1970, unmarried and brother to Bapioha
Mengumari, male, aged 20–23 in 1978, married
Bajur, male, aged 13–16 in 1978, unmarried
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2.  VERB CONJUGATIONS. Paradigm simplification started in the language at a
point of phonological complexity, specifically where partially or totally abstract underly-
ing forms obscured the underlying forms of stems. The phonological processes that were
involved in abstract forms produced phonetic changes in the final vowel of the verb stems,
and palatal allomorphs in the person markers. The resulting words provided the entry
point for reinterpretation by a new generation of speakers. These allomorphs occurred in
both noun and verb stems and paradigm leveling occurred in both. This study will focus
initially and primarily on the verbal stem changes. Changes to the person-number suffixes
are included in the discussion primarily because their changes were apparently connected
to the changes to the stems. Person-number suffixes occurred with allomorphs, and under-
went leveling and reversals during the process of morphological change.

There were seven regular verb conjugations in the adult speech of Alamblak in 1970.
An eighth conjugation was an irregular conjugation that shares some features with verbs
of more than one conjugation. There are three past tense forms, Remote Past, Near Past,
and Immediate Past (IPST);4 one imperfective aspect/present tense; and one future tense
inflection. Verb conjugations were differentiated by patterns of changes to the stem in dif-
ferent tenses that, in some cases, caused palatal allomorphs of the Person-Number-Gen-
der markers that were suffixed to the stem. The immediate past tense, referring to past
events from the previous day at dark to the day of and prior to the speech event, is mor-
phologically unmarked for most verbs. Conjugations are numbered 1-6 with conjugations
2a, b, and c possibly related to one another as representing an older conjugation of verbs
manifesting a central vowel-/y/ sequence stem finally. They are summarized below.
1. Immediate Past tense morphologically unmarked; invariant stem
2a. Immediate Past tense unmarked; diphthongized stem (/ɑ/ becomes / ɑy/ producing

allophones [i] and [e] in the last syllable under different phonological conditions) in
IPST and Imperfective/Present

2b. Immediate Past tense unmarked; nonlow, central V becomes [i] in the last syllable in
IPST and Imperfective/Present. 

2c. A mid front V [e] becomes [i] in the last syllable in the IPST and Imperfective/Pres-
ent; only in the Imperfective/Presentm a [t] is inserted in the stem final position. 

3. Immediate Past tense unmarked; initial consonant of the stem varies from /f/ in past
tenses to /k/ in present tense to /y/ in the future tense 

4. Immediate Past tense unmarked; initial consonant of the stem varies (/f/ in past
tenses; /k/ in present tense; /y/ in the future tense); and diphthongized stem (/V/
becomes /Vy/ in the last syllable) in IPST and Imperfective/Present.

5. Immediate Past tense marked with a prefix (/f-/); invariant stem.
6. Immediate Past tense unmarked; diphthongized stem (/V/ becomes /Vy/ in the last syl-

lable) in RPST, NPST, FUT; other changes occur in the stem in the IPST and present tense.
The Alamblak verb conjugations are illustrated in table 2, presenting the third person

singular masculine forms. Conjugation 6 comprises a few irregular verbs that
manifest the diphthongized stem in the RPST, NPST, and FUT, which is comple-

4. Abbreviations that need explanation are IPST, immediate past tense (before now but after yes-
terday at dark); NPST , near past tense (yesterday); RPST, remote past tense (before yesterday);
SEQ, sequence, same actor; SUB, subordinator.
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mentary with conjugations 2 and 4. (The data in all tables in this paper are
phonetic transcriptions.)

2.1 COMMON PARADIGM FOR NONDIPHTHONGIZED STEMS.
These paradigms were common to both the older and the younger generations in 1970.
The person-number-gender markers in these paradigms are the basic, alveolar (nonpala-
talized) forms of the suffixes. The basic person markers are shown in tables 3 and 4.

2.2 BAPIOHA PARADIGMS (1970), CONSERVATIVE, OLDER
GENERATION. The paradigms from Bapioha’s speech are given in phonetic tran-
scription in tables 5–8. Tables 5 and 6 are paradigms of the verbs /hingnay/ ‘work’ and /
pthay/ ‘talk’.

TABLE 2. ALAMBLAK VERB CONJUGATIONS (3SG.M FORMS)

Conjg. English RPST NPST IPST IPFV/PRS FUT
1. drink ɸutɨ-mə-ɾ̥ ɸut-ɾə-ɾ̥ ɸut-ɾ̥ ɸut-wə-ɾ̥ ɸut-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
2a. talk pɨtɨɣɑ-mə-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾə-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣe-wə-ɾ̥ pɨtɣə-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥ 
2b. speak kɨßə-mə-ɾ̥ kɨßə-ɾə-ɾ̥ kɨßi-ɾ̥ kɨßi-wə-ɾ̥ kɨßə-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
2c. laugh niŋge-mə-ɾ̥ niŋge-ɾə-ɾ̥ niŋgi-ɾ̥ niŋgit -wə-ɾ̥ niŋge-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
3. fell (TR) ɸoɣɨ-mə-ɾ̥ ɸoɣ-ɾə-ɾ̥ ɸoɣ-ɾ̥ koɣ-wə-ɾ̥ yoɣ-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
4. get ɸɑkɨ-mə-ɾ̥ ɸɑk-ɾə-ɾ̥ ɸekɨ-ɾ̥ kek-wə-ɾ̥ yɑk-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
5. hit tɑtɨ-mə-ɾ̥ tɑt-ɾə-ɾ̥ fɨ-tɑtɨ-ɾ̥ tɑt-wə-ɾ̥ tɑt-ɾɑɣ-ɾ̥
6. hear

give
wɑɲɨ-mə-ɾ̥
xe-mə-ɾ̥

wɑɲ-ɾə-ɾ̥
xɑ-ɾjə-ɾ̥

wanu-ɾ̥
ɸɑɣu-ɾ̥

wanuk-wə-ɾ̥
kɑɣuk-wə-ɾ̥

wɑɲ-ɾaɣ-ɾ̥
xi-ɾaɣ-ɾ̥

TABLE 3. /yuk, fuk, kuk/ ‘BATHE’ (IPST) WITH
SUBJECT PERSON MARKERS)

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  ɸuk-ɑ ɸukɨ-nə ɸukɨ-nəm
2  ɸukɨ-n ɸukɨ-ßɨn ɸukɨ-kə(m)

3 M ɸukɨ-ɾ̥ ɸukɨ-ɸ ɸukɨ-m
F ɸukɨ-t

TABLE 4. /kipa/ ‘SAGO PALM STEM’ WITH
PERSON-NUMBER-GENDER SUFFIXES

Person Singular Dual Plural

3 M kɨpɑ-ɾ̥ kɨpɑ-ɸ kɨpɑ-m
F kɨpɑ-t

TABLE 5. /hingnay/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): BAPIOHA, AGE 26 IN 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ
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The first person singular form of the verb stem is derived by phonological rules (PR),
as follows:

PR 1. Dissimilation: XaC-a > XəC-a 
Evidence for the dissimilation rule is given in example (2). The final [ɑ] of the stem is
manifested in (2a) That vowel dissimilates in (2b), preceding a syllable with the vowel [ɑ]:

(2) a. [xiŋgɨnɑ-ni-ɾɑɣɨɾ̥]
work-go-FUT.3SG.M
‘He will work (and) go.’

b. [xiŋgɨnə-ɾɑɣɨɾ̥]
work-FUT.3SG.M
‘He will work.’

By the application of P-rules 1 and 2, the first person singular form of the verb in table
5 may be derived:

(3) Input [xiŋgɨnɑy-ɑ]
Step I [xiŋgɨnəy-ɑ]
Step I [xiŋgɨni-ɑ]

work.IPST-1SG

‘I worked.’

The second person and third person dual and plural stem, all seen in table 5, is derived
by P-rule 3.

(4) Input: [xiŋgɨnɑy-Ø]
Step I [xiŋgɨnε-Ø]

work.IPST-2SG

‘You worked. / You worked?’

TABLE 6. /pthay/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): BAPIOHA, AGE 26 IN 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʃ

{
Xe / ___ V

[–stress]
PR 2. Mid-central-vowel-[y] coalescence: Xəy >

Xi / ___ V
[+stress]

{ ___ #
PR 3. Low-central-vowel-[y] coalescence: Xɑy > Xe/Xε /

___ C[nonalveolar] 
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The justification for postulating an underlying /y/ in the stems in tables 5–8 is evident
by contrasting the noun stems in examples (5) and (6). The noun stem in example (5)
does not end with an underlying /y/. That is why the person marker in (5a), alveolar /t/,
has not been palatalized. Furthermore, there is no contrastive or epenthetic [y] between
the stem and the copula suffix in form b.

(5) a. kɨpɑ-t.
sago_palm_frond_stem-3SG.F
‘sago frond stem’

 b. Kɨpɑ-ε-t.
 sago_palm_frond_stem-COP-3SG.F 
 ‘It is a sago frond stem.’ 

In contrast, example (6) evidences an underlying /y/ stem-finally. Example (6a) manifests
a palatal person marker suffix, which motivates the palatal assimilation rule 4.

PR 4. Palatal assimilation: C[alveolar] > C[palatal] / C[palatal] ___
(6) a. gɑ-ʃ 

white_cockatoo-3SG.F
‘white cockatoo’

b. gɑy-ε-t 
white_cockatoo-COP-3SG.F 
‘It is a white cockatoo.’

The person marker is palatalized in(6a), and the underlying stem-final /y/ appears before
the copula suffix /e/ in (6b). See Bruce (1984) for a fuller phonological analysis of Bapi-
oha’s speech. 

One underlying root is postulated for the immediate past tense forms of the verbs of
conjugation 2a. Notice the changes in the final vowel of the stem as well as the palataliza-
tion of the first C of the person markers. Compare these person markers with their more
common forms with alveolar consonants in table 3. The full paradigm for the noun in
example (6) is provided in table 7. The forms there reflect the application of PR3 and
PR4 in Bapioha’s speech. 

2.3 MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL CHANGE AMONG INNOVATIVE
OLDER GENERATION SPEAKERS PRE-1970. Simplification of the paradigm
was evidenced with a subset of older generation speakers before 1970 in the Karawari dia-
lect of Alamblak. The surface pronunciation of the verb stem in a few verb paradigms was
reduced from three forms to two in the speech of a minority of speakers. The process
appears to have proceeded by extending one stem form to others in the paradigm, thereby
reducing the number of forms compared to the majority pattern shown in table 6 (repeated
below within table 8). Observe the change of the final vowel of the stems in table 8. 

TABLE 7. /gɑy/ ‘WHITE COCKATOO’: BAPIOHA, AGE 26 IN 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural

3 M gɑ-ɾj̥
gɛ-ɸ gɛ-m

F gɑ-ʃ
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The innovative speakers (table 8) apparently extended two stem forms to other forms
in the same paradigm. The first person singular form of the stem, pthi, was extended to all
first person and second person forms. At the same time, perhaps, the pthε form was
extended from the third person dual and plural stems to the third person singular stem.
Alternatively, the second person forms of the stem, pthε (table 6), could have extended
first to the third person singular forms and then the first person singular stem was
extended to all of the first and second person forms. The result was a simpler paradigm
with two surface forms rather than three, namely, / pthi/, and /pthe/. 

This type of change did not happen all at once for all speakers in the community or in
all of the vocabulary at the same time, according to the process that was observed in this
study. There are periods of changes in a subset of the language among only a portion of
the speakers of the community before a lasting change is generalized throughout the
vocabulary and the speech community. 

As we survey the paradigms of younger Alamblak speakers, we will want to investi-
gate various possibilities of what causes paradigm leveling and how it may proceed. One
of the possibilities is that new paradigms are the result of the extension of a base form of
an existing paradigm to other forms in the paradigm. We will consider several proposed
explanations in section 3. 

2.4 GINABMAHR PARADIGMS (1970). What began among the innovative,
older generation, the younger generation speakers continued. They reduced variation of
verb forms by simplifying the paradigms differently from the speech of the older genera-
tion. The paradigm in table 9 was recorded by Kathleen Bruce in 1970 (Bruce 1971). Of the
107 verbs that she analyzed, 24 were from Conjugation 2a. All 24 verbs from Conjugation
2a were changed by Ginabmahr (Ginab) in the same way. Compare Ginab’s changes
with the forms of the older, conservative generation in table 5 repeated here
within table 9.Ginab’s paradigms of /hingni, hingne/ ‘work’ (table 9) and /pthi, pthe/
‘talk’ (table 10) are representative of Conjugation 2a verbs. 

Ginab’s modifications of ‘talk’ in table 10 share some of the innovations with the
innovations of a group of older generation speakers (table 8). Both of these innovations
contrast with the conservative, older generation speakers as seen in table 6. Like the older
speakers, he extended the first person singular form to the other first person forms with a

TABLE 8. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): INNOVATIVE OLDER GENERATION 
SPEAKERS IN 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

Table 6. /pthay/ ‘talk’ (IPST): Bapioha (conservative older 
generation), age 26 in 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʃ
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stem-final /i/. Ginab possibly did extend the first singular and third person dual and plural
forms by analogy with the older speakers, but he departed from their patterns of exten-
sion by leaving the second person stems intact. It would appear that Ginab decided for
himself which stem forms to extend and which ones to retain in his quest to simplify the
paradigm, rather than basing his paradigm on an existing paradigm already in use. That
said, Ginab apparently did use some of the same forms that the older generation innova-
tors used, so we must argue for a weaker version of Garrett’s hypothesis, which states
“the emergence of paradigm uniformity is always the imposition of an existing (uniform)
pattern on a non-uniform paradigm” (Garrett 2008:142), to the extent that innovative
speakers will tend to extend some of the existing forms used by others in the community.
In this way, the younger generation speakers extended the paradigm leveling that the
older generation innovators had begun and they added their own innovations to it.

In his pronunciation of the noun /gε/ ‘white cockatoo’ (table 11), Ginab continued the
same pattern of extending the use of the dual and plural stem form to the third person sin-
gular. Compare with the standard adult paradigm of /gay/ in table 7 (repeated here within
table 11).

TABLE 9. /hingni, hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, AGED 15 IN 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨni-nə xiŋgɨni-nəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɛ-t 

Table 5. /hingnay/ ‘work’ (IPST): Bapioha, age 26 in 1970 
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ

TABLE 10. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): INNOVATIVE OLDER GENERATION 
SPEAKERS IN 1979

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-t

Table 8. /pthi, pthe/ ‘talk’ (IPST): Innovative older 
generation speakers in 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

Table 6. /pthay/ ‘talk’ (IPST): Bapioha (conservative 
older generation), age 26 in 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʃ
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2.5 YOUNGER GENERATION PARADIGMS (1978). Eight years later,
Ginab’s speech had changed. He extended the second and third person forms of the stem to
all but the 1SG. Changes to the person markers will be discussed in 3.5 below. Compare this
paradigm in table 12 with his 1970 pronunciations in table 9 on the previous page. Ginab’s
pronunciation iof /pthi, pthe / ‘talk’ (table 13) showed the same pattern. 

Other speakers at the time showed a different variation in pronunciation. Mengumari
had reduced the stem in the adult speech to one form, thus completely leveling the para-
digm. He did this by extending the first person singular stem form to the rest of the para-
digm, as shown in table 14. He used these forms for more or less eighteen years.

Mengumari’s paradigm for this verb did not result from analogy with Ginab’s para-
digm; nor did he mimic the older adult innovators’ paradigm (table 8) which had retained
[pɨtɨɣε] in the third person forms. We will consider this paradigm further in section 3.

Bajur, like Ginab, extended the second person and third person dual and plural form of
the stem of this verb to all forms except the first person singular. Compare the paradigm in
table 15 with that in table 13 above. The stems of this verb was the same for these two
men. The person markers differed, however, a point 1 will return to in 3.1.2.

TABLE 11. /gɛ/ ‘WHITE COCKATOO’: GINABMAHR, AGE 15 IN 1970 

Person Singular Dual Plural

3 M gɛ-ɾ̥j gɛ-ɸ gɛ-m
F gɛ-ʃ

Table 7. /gɑy/ ‘white cockatoo’ Bapioha, age 26 in 1970 

3 M gɑ-ɾj̥
gɛ-ɸ gɛ-m

F gɑ-ʃ

TABLE 12. /hingni, hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, AGE 23 IN 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m 

F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ

TABLE 13. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, AGE 23 IN 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɛ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j
pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m

F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

TABLE 14. /pthi/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): MENGUMARI, AGE 20 IN 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣi-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣi-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣi-t
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2.6 OLDER GENERATION PARADIGMS (1995). Bapioha’s paradigm for
/hingnay/ ‘work’ (IPST) (table 5) remained unchanged after twenty-five years. He had,
however, begun leveling his 1970 paradigm for /pthay/ ‘talk’ (IPST) (table 6) ; apparently,
he was partially following other innovators of his generation (table 8) This leveled para-
digm is given in table 16. which also repeats tables 8 and 6.

Bapioha extended the 1SG stem to all first and second person stems, like the older
generation innovators had. Unlike them, however, Bapioha retained the [ɑ]-final stem for
the third singular forms. Furthermore, he alternated stems /pthi/ and /pthe/ in the second
and third person plural forms. These alternating stem forms showed up in other people’s
speech in the same year. Jackson, age 20 (son of Ginab of this study), used the exact
same first and second person stems as were recorded for Bapioha. A 15 year old boy,
Lukas (son of Wokari), used the same stems for the first and second persons forms, but
with /pthe/ only for the 2PL stem. The question is, “Who was imitating whom?”

Krmanyjat (Krmes), an adult woman in 1995, used yet another pattern for this verb,
as in table 17. Krmes had retained the 1970 adult stems for the first and second person
forms. Then she used the surface form of the 1SG stem for all of the third person forms.

TABLE 15. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): BAJUR, AGE 15 IN 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɛ-nə pɨtɨɣɛ-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j
pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m

F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

TABLE 16. /pthi, ptha, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): BAPIOHA, AGE 55 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m) ~ pɨtɨɣe- kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m ~ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʆ

Table 6. /pthay/ ‘talk’ (IPST): Bapioha, 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʃ

Table 8. /pthi, pthe/ ‘speak’ (IPST): Older innovators in 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

TABLE 17. /pthay, pthi/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): KRMANYJAT, AGE 55 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣi-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣi-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣi-t
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Her paradigm differs from the innovators of her generation (table 8b) and from Bapioha’s
1995 paradigm (table 16). Note Mengumari’s paradigm in 1978 (table 14) in which he
used the 1SG stem throughout.

2.7 YOUNGER GENERATION PARADIGMS (1995). Ginab’s and Mengu-
mari’s paradigms shared some innovations in 1995. The major changes to the word
meaning ‘work’ were shared to different degrees by Ginab and Mengumari. These
changes since 1978 focused on the person markers, which I will discuss separately. 

The interaction between the stem and its person/number markers resulted in major
changes to the stem. An initial look at Ginab’s pronunciations suggests variant forms of
the stem (as in the 2SG form [xiŋgɨnε-] ~ [xiŋgɨ-]). In Mengumari’s paradigm, it would
appear that he reinterpreted the morpheme boundary of the stem and person markers.
The display in table 18 assumes this was the case and places the morpheme boundary to
reflect that possible reinterpretation. 

It is impossible to prove that Mengumari had reinterpreted the morpheme boundary
or that Ginab had begun to do so in this 1995 paradigm since these forms did not persist
in their speech over the next thirteen years (cf. tables 18 and 22). Furthermore, they were
not extended to any other person’s paradigm in the community that I observed. Whatever
the morphological changes involved, it certainly was a setback to the regularizing of the
verb stem form, which was now exhibiting three contrasting forms: xiŋgɨni / xiŋgɨne /
xiŋgɨ. This is clearly not   a case of imperfect learning. These changes were idiosyncratic
changes made by middle-aged, married men.

Another significant paradigm shift came in the speech of Mengumari’s daughter,
Nancy, age 16 in 1995. She regularized the verb stem /hingne/ ‘work’ to one form, thus
leveling the paradigm (table 19). Her speech pattern in this verb was very different from
her father’s. She came very close to a completely uniform paradigm for /pthi/ ‘talk’ also,
expressing a freely varying stem in the first person plural form, /pthi ~ pthe/. Apart from
that one variant stem, she used the same stem /pthi/ that her father had used in 1995, the
same forms that appear in table 14 from 1978.

TABLE 18. /hingni, hingne, hing/ ‘WORK’ (IPST):
GINAB AND MENGUMARI, AGES 40 AND 37 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
Ginab
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨne-ɲə xiŋgɨne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨne-Ø ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛ xiŋgɨne-ßɨn ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m) ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛkə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨne-ɾj̥ xiŋgɨne-ɸ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛm
F xiŋgɨne-t ~ xiŋgɨne-ʃ 

Mengumari
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ†

† The [ɾ] in Mengumari’s stems for ‘work’ is a feature of an Alamblak dialect in the Black
Water area to the west of the village of Amongabi on the Karawari River.  

xiŋgɾne-ɲə xiŋgɾne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɾ-ɲɛ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɾ-ɲɛkə(m)

3 M xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɾ̥j
xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɸ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛm

F xiŋgɾ-ɲɛʃ
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Bajur, age 30 in 1995, also used three stems for ‘work’, but different ones than Ginab
and Mengumari had used that year (table 20). He showed signs of extending the /hingne/
stem as Ginab had done in 1978 (table 12, repeated here within table 20). Bajur, however,
retained the older generation’s /hingna/ stem for the first dual and in in free variation with
/hingne/ in the first person plural form.

Ginab and Bajur simplified the paradigm for /pthi, pthe/ ‘talk’, too, but by extending a
different stem from the others discussed thus far in this section. From Table 21, it is appar-
ent that these two speakers extended the /pthe/ stem to nonfirst person singular forms with
the exception of second singular and third plural. Older generation speakers had extended
the first person singular stem /pthi/ and Mengumari followed that path, which gave him a
uniform paradigm from 1978 to 1995 using the /pthi/ stem throughout.

2.8 YOUNGER GENERATION PARADIGMS (2008). Bapioha passed
away in 2003, and so by 2008 the younger generation speakers had become the older
generation in the community. After the intervening thirteen years, Ginab and Mengumari
had abandoned their foray to regularize the person markers based on the palatalized
forms with /hingni, hingne, hing/ ‘work’. Compare tables 22 and 23 with table 18, par-

TABLE 19. /hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): NANCY, AGE 16 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɨne-ɑ xiŋgɨne-nə xiŋgɨne-nəm 
2 xiŋgɨne-Ø xiŋgɨne-ßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ 
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɛ-t

TABLE 20. /hingrni, hingrne, hingrnɑ/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): BAJUR, AGE 30 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ†

† Bajur’s pronunciation includes the [ɾ] in ‘work’, influenced by the
dialect in the Black Water area.

xiŋgɾnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɾnɑ ~ xiŋgɾne-ɲəm 
2 xiŋgɾne Ø xiŋgɾne -ßɨn xiŋgɾne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɾne-ɾ̥ xiŋgɾne-ɸ xiŋgɾne-m
F xiŋgɾne-s

Table 12. /hingni, hingne/ ‘work’ (IPST) Ginabmahr, 1978
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m 
F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ

TABLE 21. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST):
GINAB AND BAJUR, AGES 40 AND 30 IN 1995

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-ɲə pɨtɨɣe-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣi-Ø (Ginab)

pɨtɨɣe-Ø(Bajur)
pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣe-ɾ̥j ? (Ginab) pɨtɨɣe-m (Ginab)
F pɨtɨɣe-ʃ pɨtɨɣe-ɸ (Bajur) pɨtɨɣi-m ~ pɨtɨɣe-m (Bajur)
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tially reproduced here within table 22. By 2008, these men had reverted to paradigms of
/hingni, hingne/ ‘work’ and /pthi, pthe/ ‘talk’ that were much the same as they were in
1978 (tables 12 and 13). These men exhibited a phonetic variation with [e] and [ε], but
these vocoids are not contrastive, underlying vowels in their speech, so in the end they
had reduced the surface stems from three to two underlying stems. 

Mengumari reverted to the adult forms from 1970 even more than Ginab did in his
pronunciation of the word for ‘work’. He returned to the stem-final [ɑ] in the 1DU and
1PL. In the 3MF form, he pronounced the stem with both [ɑ] and [ε] in the same recording
session. Compare this paradigm with the conservative pattern in 1970 (table 5), and
Ginab’s paradigm from 1978 (table 12), both repeated in table 23 . There is no paradigm
from Mengumari in 1978 to compare with.

Bajur retained a remnant of the adult [xiŋgɨnɑ-] stem, only in free variation with
[xiŋgɨnε-] in the 1DU position. Otherwise, as can be seen in table 24, he used the
[xiŋgɨnε-] stem in all positions except for the 1SG form, moving further from the adult
paradigm than he had been in 1995 (table 20).

TABLE 22. /hingni, hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, AGE 53 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ iŋgɨne-ɲə xiŋgɨne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ

Table 18. /hingni, hingne, hing/ ‘work’ (IPST): Ginabmahr, age 40 in 1995
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨne-ɲə xiŋgɨne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨne-Ø ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛ xiŋgɨne-ßɨn ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m) ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛkə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨne-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨne-ɸ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛm
F xiŋgɨne-t ~ xiŋgɨne-ʃ

TABLE 23. /hingrni, hingrnay, hingrne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST):
MENGUMARI, AGE 50 IN 2008/

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgrni-ɑ xiŋgrnɑ-ɲə xiŋgrnɑ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgrne-Ø xiŋgrnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgrne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgrnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋgrnɛ-ɸ xiŋgrnɛ-m 
F xiŋgrnɑ-ʃ ~ xiŋgrnɛ-s

Table 5. /hingnay/ ‘work’ (IPST): Bapioha, age 26 in 1970
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ

Table 12. /hingni, hingne/ ‘work’ (IPST): Ginabmahr, age 23 in 1978
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m 
F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ
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Ginab’s paradigm of /pthi, pthe/ ‘talk’ (table 25) essentially reverted to his 1978 para-
digm (table 13) with minor allophonic variations. He reversed his 1995 change to the
[pɨtɨɣi-] for the 2SG stem (table 21), returning to the [pɨtɨɣɛ-] stem he had used in 1978. 

Mengumari had reverted back to some of the older generation’s person markers with
/pthi, pthe / ‘talk’, but his stem forms did not retain the [ɑ]-final form as his paradigm for
/hingrni, hingrnay, hingrne/ ‘work’ had: see table 26. By 2008, he had thrown out the /
pthi/ stem he had used throughout the paradigm since 1978 in all but the 1SG forms. He
and Bajur approximated Ginab’s 2008 paradigm (table 25), which retained only the
innovation of a generalized second person and third person dual and plural stem ending
in [ɛ] to the 1DU and PL and 3SG forms of the paradigm, which was characteristic of
Ginab’s speech in 1978 (table 13). Compare with his 1978 paradigm in table 14,
repeated within table 26.

Bajur’s paradigm for /pthi, pthe / ‘talk’ (table 27)  followed Mengumari’s pattern for
the stem forms in table 26. 

After 38 years, paradigms were simplified or completely leveled for the verbs of con-
jugation 2a. The surface forms for ‘work’, however, have ended up as complex in Meng-
umari’s and Bajur’s speech as they were for the older generation speakers in 1970. 

TABLE 24. /hingrni, hingrnay ~ hingrne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): BAJUR, AGE 43 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnε-ɲə (primary)

 ~ xŋgɨnɑ-ɲə
xiŋgɨne-ɲəm

2 xiŋgɨne-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m 
F xiŋgɨnɛ-s

TABLE 25. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, AGE 53 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-ɲə pɨtɨɣe-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

TABLE 26. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): MENGUMARI, AGE 50 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣε-ɲə pɨtɨɣε-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m) 

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

Table 14. /pthi/ ‘talk’ (IPST), Mengumari, age 20 in 1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣi-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣi-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣi-t
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A relatively younger speaker of this generation, Angor, reached paradigmatic unifor-
mity for the Immediate Past Tense forms of the two verbs in this study, and this was doc-
umented in 2008. Nancy, referred to earlier, reduced the stem hingne ‘work’ to one form
as recorded in 1995 when she was 16 years old (cf. table 19). The speakers on the older
end of the spectrum could not seem to make a complete break with the older pronuncia-
tions. Angor was approximately ten years younger than his half-brother Ginab; he was 43
years old and the father of ten children in 2008. He simplified these two verb paradigms
to a single stem form by generalizing the 2nd person and the 3rd person dual and plural
forms of the stem. This generalized form was the majority allomorph for this paradigm of
the adult speech in 1970. Angor’s forms in table 28 were the same as those recorded for
Nancy in 1995 (table 19).

The uniform paradigm for pthe as produced by Angor is presented in table 29. The
phonetic forms of these two roots appear to have two forms. The [e] / [ɛ] difference, how-
ever, does not reflect an underlying contrast here or in other words in Angor’s speech
(note the second person singular forms in tables 28 and 29). 

2.9 PHONOLOGICAL OPACITY: A CATALYST FOR PARADIGM
LEVELING. Changes to stems in this study are restricted to inflectional paradigms of
verbs and nouns in which several stem forms are manifested in the surface pronunciation
presumably due to an abstract phonology that obscured the underlying forms. This opac-
ity seems to have contributed to paradigmatic leveling and reinterpretation of morpheme
boundaries in the process of language change. Where there is no apparent phonological
connection between different forms of the same morpheme, speakers of a new genera-
tion will tend to either formulate phonological rules to make that connection, a case of
grammar replacement, or extend one or more base forms within the paradigm to reduce

TABLE 27. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): BAJUR, AGE 43 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-ɲə pɨtɨɣe-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-s

TABLE 28. /hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST): ANGOR, AGE 43 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 xiŋgɨne-ɑ xiŋgɨne-nə xiŋgɨne-nəm 
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ 
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɛ-t

TABLE 29. /pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): ANGOR, AGE 43 IN 2008

Person Singular Dual Plural
1 pɨtɨɣe-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-nə pɨtɨɣe-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣe-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-s
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the surface allomorphy. These changes may extend to analogous paradigms, as illustrated
by changes to the noun stem /ge/ ‘white cockatoo’ as seen in table 30. Compare Angor’s
innovations in the singular forms with Bapioha’s paradigm in 1970 (table 7 repeated
within table 30). Angor generalized the dual and plural stem to the singular forms thereby
replacing the older /gay/ with /ge/. The derived stem /ge/ occurs with a [y], potentially
epenthetic, preceding the copular enclitic /e/.

3.  DISCUSSION. Several hypotheses have been put forward to account for morph-
ophonemic changes in paradigm leveling. 
1. Mańczak proposed the following directionality for paradigm leveling: “when

morphophonemic alternations are eliminated (in so-called analogical leveling), it is
the alternant found in the primitive or basic category that survives, for example, the
third person, the present, the indicative, the singular (Mańczak 1963)” (Bybee and
Brewer 2007:42).

2. The autonomy hypothesis states that “the basic-derived relationship depends on the
degree of autonomy: the more autonomous form serves as the basic form, and the
less autonomous forms are derived” (Bybee and Brewer 2007:50). 

3. “Pure leveling does not exist … the emergence of paradigm uniformity is always
the imposition of an existing (uniform) pattern on a non-uniform paradigm” (Garrett
2008:142). Garrett further argues that there is no single direction of paradigmatic
extension, such as the common processes of present-tense verb forms influencing
past-tense forms. “We need a more complex theory that also takes account of the
semantics of morphological categories” (Garrett 2008:143). 

4. Confidence Maximization. Confidence Maximization is the principle that predicts
the base form is selected for analogical leveling according to which form “allows
them [language learners] to project the remaining forms as accurately or as
confidently as possible—that is, the most informative or predictive part of the para-
digm” (Albright 2008:151, referring to Albright 2002). 

5. Single Surface Base restriction. The Single Surface Base restriction refers to the pro-
cess by which a language learner selects a surface form as the underlying form,
which enhances transparency, and the choice of the base is the same for all lexical
items. If the learner has more than one viable choice (s)he must choose the form that
maximizes the distinctions (contrasts) in lexical items (Albright 2008:152). These

TABLE 30. /GE/ ‘WHITE COCKATOO’: ANGOR, AGE 43 IN 2008

Gender/number Noun Copulative 
SG.M gɛ- ɾ̥j ‘white cockatoo’ gey-ɛ-ɾ̥ ‘It is a white cockatoo’
SG.F gɛ-ʃ ‘white cockatoo’ gey-ɛ-t ‘It is a white cockatoo’
DU gɛ-ɸ ‘white cockatoos’ gey-ɛ-ɸ ‘They are white cockatoos’
PL gɛ-m ‘white cockatoos’ gey-ɛ-m ‘They are white cockatoos’
Table 7. /gɑy/ ‘white cockatoo’: Bapioha, age 26 in 1970
Person Singular Dual Plural

3 M gɑ-ɾj̥
gɛ-ɸ gɛ-m

F gɑ-ʃ
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last two hypotheses represent factors in a conspiratorial approach to morphological
change according to Albright’s hypothesis.

3.1 IDENTIFYING BASE FORMS. Much cross-linguistic research has led to
the conclusion that unmarked forms, or least morphologically marked forms, are more
basic than other forms, as in a paradigm of morphologically and semantically related
forms. Many have observed that it is often this basic form that functions as the basis of
analogical change in paradigm leveling. These hypotheses will now be tested by the
observations of the Alamblak data. In the Alamblak case in 1970, a fairly abstract pho-
nology resulted in three surface forms of verb stems in the adult speech in verbs of conju-
gation 2a in the Immediate Past tense. 

3.1.1 3SG stem. The base form upon which morphological change initially happened
in Ginab’s speech was not the 3SG form (tables 9 and 5). The older 3SG stem [xiŋgɨnɑ-]
‘work’ became [xiŋgɨnɛ-] in Ginab’s speech in 1970, like the second person stems and
the third person dual and plural stems of the adult speech: see table 31. 

Ginab’s change is a direct violation of the directionality predictions of Mańczak
(1963) that favored the 3SG forms and ranked the second person and plural stems to be
the least likely to form the base of a change. In addition to this example, all of the younger
generation subjects of this study—Ginab (in 1970), Mengumari, Bajur, Nancy, and
Angor—changed the 3SG form to match the second person and third person nonsingular
stems for both verbs of the study. These facts do accord with Garrett’s conclusion that the
directionality of paradigmatic changes cannot be predicted from Mańczak’s schema
(Garrett 2008). Therefore, those common tendencies observed by Mańczak, although
significant, do not form a universal direction of change.

3.1.2 1SG stem. The 1SG stem form is a common base form in many cases of leveling
(see comment in Bybee (2007:37)). The first person singular stem has been highly resis-
tant to analogical leveling in the Alamblak community. Of the speech patterns recorded
for this study, only the youngest speakers, Nancy and Angor, changed the 1SG stems

TABLE 31. STEM CHANGES: /hingni, hingna, hingne/ ‘WORK’ (IPST)

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970, 1978
1 xiŋgɨni- xiŋgɨnɑ- xiŋgɨnɑ-
2 xiŋgɨnɛ= xiŋgɨnɛ- xiŋgɨnɛ-

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ- xiŋgɨnɛ- xiŋgɨnɛ-
F xiŋgɨnɑ- 

Ginabmahr
1970
1 xiŋgɨni- xiŋgɨni- xiŋgɨni-
2     xiŋgɨnɛ=- elsewhere3
1978
1 xiŋgɨni-

xiŋgɨnɛ- elsewhere2
3
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from hingni and pthi when they produced uniform paradigms based on the stems, hingne
and pthe (tables 19, 28, and 29). For Bapioha, Ginabmahr, Mengumari, and Bajur, the
1SG forms of the two verb stems resisted leveling throughout their lifetime.

This stem form, furthermore, has served as the base form for extension in the para-
digms of ‘work’ and ‘talk’ in various patterns in different speakers’ speech. The innova-
tors in the older generation in 1970 had extended the 1SG stem pthi ‘talk’ to all first and
second person forms (table 32). The conservative older generation speaker, Bapioha,
went a long way toward extending the use of the 1SG stem of pthi in 1995 at age 55. He
expressed the 1SG stem form in all first and second person forms, including evidence of
freely varying forms in the 2PL and 3PL forms. He did not, however, do the same thing for
the verb hingni ‘work’. Ginab’s initial changes extended the 1SG stem to nonsingular first
person forms in 1970, as is evident in tables 31 and 32. Later, in 1995, Ginab replaced the
1DU and 1PL stem pthi, which he had extended from the first person singular form. Then
he extended the 1SG form to the 2SG form. Mengumari, at age 20 in 1978, extended the
1SG stem of pthi throughout the paradigm, as shown in table 32. 

Mengumari’s innovation that produced the uniform paradigm for pthi in 1978 is rele-
vant to Garrett’s hypothesis above regarding pure leveling versus “ the imposition of an
existing (uniform) pattern on a non-uniform paradigm” (Garrett 2008:142). Was it the

TABLE 32. STEM CHANGES: /pthi, ptha, pthe/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha: Conservative older generation
1970
1  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣɑ- pɨtɨɣɑ-
2  pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-
F pɨtɨɣɑ-

1995
1  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi-
2  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- ~ pɨtɨɣe- 

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ- ~ pɨtɨɣi-
F pɨtɨɣɑ-

Innovative older generation 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi-
2  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi-

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-
F pɨtɨɣɛ-

Ginab
1970
1 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi-
2 pɨtɨɣe- elsewhere3
1995
1 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe-
2 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣe- elsewhere3 pɨtɨɣi-
Mengumari 1978
1,2,3 pɨtɨɣi- for all persons and numbers
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result of pure leveling or was he adopting a paradigmatic pattern from elsewhere? This
paradigm for ‘talk’ in Alamblak was not produced by analogy with any other speaker’s
paradigm for ‘talk’ in the Alamblak community that I observed. Verbs from a different
class, conjugation 2b, however, manifest /i/-final stems that parallel Mengumari’s para-
digm of /pthi/ in the Immediate Past Tense, like /kɨfə/ ‘say’ in table 33.

We are left to ponder whether or not Mengumari followed the changes of the innovat-
ing older adults who extended the first person singular form to the other first and second
person stems, and then took their innovation one step further, extending the /pthi/ stem to
third person forms. On the other hand, was he influenced by existing Conjugation 2b
verbs for his total leveling of this paradigm of /pthi/?

The latter option seems questionable. Conjugation 2b verbs are /ə/-final stems in their
basic form, unlike Conjugation 2a verbs, which are basic /a/-final stems. The infinitives
of both are given in examples (7) and (8). 

(7) pɨtɨɣɑ-kɨßət
talk-INF

 ‘to talk’
(8) kɨßə-kɨßət

 say-INF

 ‘to say’
These two verbs happen to share the feature of having an /i/-final stem in a uniform para-
digm for the immediate past tense. This does not entail that Mengumari’s innovation
indicates that he changed the verb’s class to conjugation 2b by patterning his paradigm
after that of kɨfi. His pronunciations of pɨtɨɣɑ in all other tenses and moods  (infinitive and
imperative), and in subordinate clauses, match the verb patterns of conjugation 2a verbs. 

We may be left with some uncertainty about the validity of Garrett’s hypothesis in this
case. We will get a clearer picture, however, when we examine the implications of the
innovations of Nancy and Angor that led to a different uniform paradigm in the next sec-
tion, on the most common stem.

We will also consider Bybee’s autonomy hypothesis in a later section. For the
moment, the resilience of the 1SG stem to resist leveling, and the frequent extensions of the
1SG stem in Alamblak, support the observations of Bybee and others that the first person
singular stem is a significant form in the language change process for many languages. 

Those changes based on the first person singular stem did not last in the Alamblak
community at large, however. Nor did Mengumari’s extension of the 1SG stem that pro-
duced a uniform paradigm survive permanently throughout his lifetime. These exten-
sions of the 1SG stems were reversed in two cases, which we will discuss in 3.5.

TABLE 33. /KIFI/ ‘SAY’ (IPST): UNCHANGED PARADIGM SINCE 1970

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  kɨfi-ɑ kɨfi-nə kɨfi-nəm
2  kɨfi-Ø kɨf-ßɨn kɨfi-kə(m)

3 M kɨfi-ɾ̥ kɨfi-ɸ kɨfi-m 
F kɨfi-t
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3.2 THE MOST COMMON STEM. In the 1970 paradigm of Conjugation 2a,
the /e/-final stem was the most common (although not necessarily the most frequently
used). Bapioha’s speech demonstrates this fact in table 34. In 1970, Ginab had extended the
most common stem form to the 3SG forms, while at the same time extending the 1SG form
to the 1DU and 1PL forms, as discussed above. These changes effectively removed the /a/-
final stems in the 3SG and the 1DU and 1PL forms. Thus, the vestiges of the underlying /ay/-
final stem of the adult speakers were erased from the surface forms. By 1978, Ginab had
further extended the /e/-final stem to the 1DU and 1PL forms. In 1995, he extended the 1SG
stem as discussed above. In 2008, he had returned to his 1978 paradigm (cf. table 34). His
paradigms for /hingni/ ‘work’ show a similar pattern of extending the second person and
third person dual and plural stem /hingne/ to all positions except the 1SG form.

Mengumari extended the 1SG stem of pthi ‘talk’ in 1978, as discussed above. Thirty
years later, he extended the /e/-final stem to all but the 1SG position, as Ginab (and Bajur)
had done (see table 34). That move was not an extension of a base form from Mengu-
mari’s previous speech, since in 1978 his paradigm used pthi throughout. It looks rather
like he patterned his paradigm after the pattern of his peers. This does not imply, however,
that all morphophonemic leveling in a paradigm are always based on some preexisting
paradigm in the speech community. Ginab’s changes in 1970 were not based on any
existing paradigm in the community that I observed at that time. In his speech in 1978,
Ginab’s verb stems in the Immediate Past tense conformed to the stems of the Present
tense paradigm (cf. tables 35 and 36). This fact does not support the preexisting paradigm
idea, however, since the IPST stems in 1970 did not match the present tense stems or any
other paradigm observed in the language. 

TABLE 34. STEM CHANGES: /pthi, ptha, pthe/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣɑ- pɨtɨɣɑ-
2  pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-
3  pɨtɨɣɑ- pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-
Ginab
1970
1 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣi-
2 pɨtɨɣe- elsewhere3
1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-

pɨtɨɣɛ- elsewhere2
3
2008
1 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe-
2 pɨtɨɣɛ- elsewhere3
Mengumari 2008
1 pɨtɨɣi- pɨtɨɣε- pɨtɨɣε-
2 pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe- 
3 pɨtɨɣɛ- elsewhere
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Complete paradigm leveling was achieved in the speech of Nancy and Angor (table
37). The base forms that became the unchanging form of the stem for ‘work’ was the
older (1970) /e/-final stem of the 2nd person and 3rd person dual and plural. The
extended stem was neither the 3SG nor the 1SG form. Since the stems that served to pro-
duce uniform paradigms were not of one of the common categories cross-linguistically
(3SG or 1SG), these cases call for another explanation.

These levelings by Nancy and Angor appear to be the result of innovation by extend-
ing the most common stem to the entire paradigm. There is no evidence that Garrett’s
hypothesis applies here. He claimed that “pure leveling does not exist … the emergence
of paradigm uniformity is always the imposition of an existing (uniform) pattern on a
non-uniform paradigm” (Garrett 2008:142). There is no documented case in Alamblak
of a preexisting verb with a uniform paradigm using an /e/- final stem. As was the case

TABLE 35. /pthi, ptha, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPST): GINABMAHR, 1970 AND 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-t

1978
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɛ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɛ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j
pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m

F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

TABLE 36. /pthi, pthe/ ‘TALK’ (IPFV/PRS): GINABMAHR, 1970 AND 1978

Person Singular Dual Plural
1  pɨtɨɣi-w-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-wə-nə pɨtɨɣe-wə-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣe-wə-n pɨtɨɣe-o-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-wə-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣe-wə-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣe-o-ɸ pɨtɨɣe-o-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-wə-t

TABLE 37. UNIFORM PARADIGMS FOR /hingne/ ‘WORK’ AND /pthe/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Nancy 1995
1 xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne-
2 xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne-
3 xiŋgɨnɛ- elsewhere
Angor
2008
1 xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne- xiŋgɨne-
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-- elsewhere3
2008
1 pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe-
2 pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe- pɨtɨɣe-

3 M pɨtɨɣe pɨtɨɣɛ- pɨtɨɣɛ-
F pɨtɨɣɛ
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for Mengumari in 1978, so with Angor in 2008, in all other forms of ‘talk’ the verb fits a
conjugation 2a pattern. Only in the immediate past tense has the paradigm been leveled,
using an /i/-final stem in Mengumari’s case and a /e/-final stem in Angor and Nancy’s
cases. In Nancy and Angor’s case there was no other paradigm in the Alamblak commu-
nity for them to follow by analogy in producing the uniform paradigm as given in table
37. It appears to be an innovation of leveling by extension. 

3.3 THE AUTONOMY HYPOTHESIS. This phenomenon reflects the obser-
vation that Bybee and Brewer made about the 1SG form resisting leveling among the
preterite forms of the Provençal dialects of southern France. They concluded that the 3SG
and the 1SG forms were the most autonomous and therefore most resistant to morpholog-
ical change. According to Bybee, determinants of autonomy include “semantic simplic-
ity, word frequency in discourse, and morphophonemic irregularity” (Bybee 2007:51). It
can be argued that the 1SG form of the stem in conjugation 2a verbs in Alamblak is the
most autonomous stem form in the IPST paradigm. The 3SG stem did not resist change in
the speech of any of the subjects of this study except in the speech of Bapioha, who repre-
sented the conservative, older generation speakers in 1970. The 1SG stem was highly
resistant, however. The 1SG form was also highly opaque or irregular in 1970 when
Ginab’s changes were observed. Recall that the most common stem forms in 1970 were /
e/-final and /a/-final. The derivational relationship between these two common stems
would have been fairly transparent to Alamblak speakers, unlike their relationship to the /
i/-final stem. Whereas the 1SG stem seems to be the more autonomous in Bybee’s terms,
the other two stems were not autonomous. The derivational relationship between these
two common stems would have been fairly transparent to Alamblak speakers. The peo-
ple of the broader community were very much aware of variations in pronunciation
between the major dialects of Alamblak. The [e]+Non-Alveolar C configuration in one
dialect often corresponds with the [ɑ]+Palatal C in the other major dialect of Alamblak.
They were conscious of this correspondence in pronunciation by comparing people’s
dialects during the last three decades of the twentieth century. Dialect-internal evidence
showed the same association between the [e]+Non-Alveolar C and the [ɑ]+Palatal C
configuration of the stems of nouns. There was a small phonological class of nouns that
manifested the two configurations in their declensions: see, for example, the appendix for
a list of nouns illustrating the alternating Xɑy / Xe stems in contrast to others that have
nonalternating Xɑ stems. As with the verbs, the younger generation since 1970 has
replaced the 3SG /Xay/ forms of these noun stems with the /e/-final stem, in direct contra-
diction to Mańczak’s prediction. 

There was no such transparency relating the 1SG stem to either of the other two sur-
face stems. Therefore, by the criterion of autonomy, the 1SG stem was the most autono-
mous. By the phonological derivation by ordered rules, the 1SG form was the most
complex. A phonological derivation for all of conjugation 2a (IPST and present) forms
from a single underlying form was shown in 2.2 above. I lack the frequency of use data
for Alamblak texts that would fully test the autonomy theory of Bybee (2007) and her
coauthors, but the morphological complexity and thus opacity of the 1SG stems in Alam-
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blak seems to support the conclusion of the autonomy of the 1SG stem according to
Bybee and Brewer (Bybee 2007:37). 

The caveat to this generalization about the autonomy of the 1SG form is that, after
extending verb stems in one direction, Ginab and his fellow innovators readily reversed
their changes or selected other base forms for simplifying the paradigms years later. See
the data in 3.5. 

3.4 ALAMBLAK PERSON-NUMBER-GENDER MARKER CHANGES.
Regarding the person markers with both verbs, /pthi, ptha, pth/ ‘talk’ and /hingni, hingne,
hing/ ‘work,’ Ginab removed all palatal features of the older generation speakers in his
1970 pronunciation. At that point, he had regularized the person markers used with all
Conjugation 2a verbs based on the more common set of suffixes that occurred on verbs
of Conjugation 1, 2b, 2c, 4, 5, and 6. Nancy, aged 16 in 1995, and Angor, aged 43 in
2008, leveled the person markers in the same way. This change appears to support
Albright’s Single Surface Base restriction (Albright 2008:152). Compare these forms for
/hingni/ with Bapioha’s forms from 1970 in table 38.

3.5 REVERSALS IN LANGUAGE CHANGE. After Ginab had completely
regularized the person markers with all verbs in 1970, eight years later, in 1978, he had
reversed his 1970 leveling of the palatalized forms of the person markers with both verbs
(1DU and PL, and the 3SG.M and 3SG.F forms), even though he did not reverse his sim-
plification of the older stem forms (table 39). In 1995, he still used those person markers
with the verb /pthi, ptha, pth/ ‘talk’. With the verb /hingni, hingne, hing/ ‘work’, he
digressed into major reconstructive surgery of the verb stem and person markers. By
2008, Ginab had dispensed with the 1995 morphological reinterpretation for the verb

TABLE 38. REGULARIZING PERSON-NUMBER INFLECTIONS

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ
Ginab 1970
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨni-nə xiŋgɨni-nəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɛ-t 

Nancy 1995
1 xiŋgɨne-ɑ xiŋgɨne-nə xiŋgɨne-nəm 
2 xiŋgɨne-Ø xiŋgɨne-ßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ 
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɛ-t
Angor 2008
1 xiŋgɨne-ɑ xiŋgɨne-nə xiŋgɨne-nəm 
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ 
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɛ-t
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‘work’, and returned to the person marker suffixes that characterized the adult speech in
1970 and 1995, again without reverting to the stem forms of the older generation.

Mengumari leveled the person markers with pthi ‘talk’ to the majority alveolar-initial
forms in 1978, as Ginab had done in 1970. Now, when Mengumari was following that
direction of change, Ginab had already reverted to the palatalized forms. By 2008, Meng-
umari had reversed those leveling changes, returning to the palatalized forms of the per-
son markers used by the older generation of speakers.

At the same time (1978), Bajur also leveled the 1DU and PL person markers to match
the majority, alveolar-initial forms for 1DU and PL. Bajur reverted to the palatalized forms
of the older generation speakers (1970 ff.) for the 1DU and PL in 1995, matching Ginab’s
forms. Bajur’s palatal-initial 1DU and PL person markers continued in use as documented
in 2008, minimally a thirteen year span. See table 40.

Mengumari leveled person markers for all but the 1SG persons and numbers with the
verb /hingni/ ‘work’ in 1995, but his base forms were the palatalized suffixes in the 1DU
and PL characteristic of the adult speech in 1970. Unlike Ginab and Bajur, he did not fol-
low the majority alveolar and alveolar-initial person markers, but extended the adult pala-
talized suffixes to all positions in the paradigm. Compare Bapioha’s paradigm (1970)
with Mengumari’s (1995) in table 41. In 2008, he had reverted almost entirely to the adult
paradigm (1970) with palatal-initial suffixes in the 3SG and 1DU and PL positions, and
alveolar-initial suffixes elsewhere. Only in the 3SG.F did he slightly diverge from the older
pattern by manifesting a free variation between the palatal and alveolar suffixes(-ʃ ~ -s).

Reversals to stem changes were also observed over time, often happening in conjunc-
tion with person marker changes. In 1995, Ginab extended the 1SG stem [pɨtɨɣi-] ‘talk’ to
the second person singular form (table 21), replacing his earlier stem [pɨtɨɣɛ-] from 1970

TABLE 39. GINABMAHR’S REVERSALS OF CHANGES TO PERSON MARKERS

Person Singular Dual Plural
1970
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨni-nə xiŋgɨni-nəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɛ-t 

1978
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɛ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m 

F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ
1995
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨne-ɲə xiŋgɨne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨne-Ø ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛ xiŋgɨne-ßɨn ~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)~ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛkə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨne-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨne-ɸ xiŋgɨ-ɲɛm
F xiŋgɨne-t ~ xiŋgɨne-ʃ 

2008
1 xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨne-ɲə xiŋgɨne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɛ-ʃ
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and 1978 (tables 10 and 13). By 2008, he had reversed that 1995 change back to his
[pɨtɨɣɛ-] stem from 1970 and 1978 (cf. table 25).

TABLE 40. REVERSALS OF CHANGES TO PERSON MARKERS
FOR /pthɑ/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Mengumari
1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣi-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣi-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣi-t

2008
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣε-ɲə pɨtɨɣε-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m) 

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j
pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m

F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ
Bajur
1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɛ-nə pɨtɨɣɛ-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

1995
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-ɲə pɨtɨɣe-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣe-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣe-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m ~ pɨtɨɣe-m
F pɨtɨɣe-ʃ 

TABLE 41. REVERSALS OF CHANGES TO PERSON MARKERS
FOR /hingna/ ‘WORK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970–1995
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j
xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m

F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ
Mengumari
1995
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ†

† The [ɾ] in Mengumari’s stems for ‘work’ is a feature of an Alam-
blak dialect in the Black Water area to the west of the village of
Amongabi on the Karawari River.  

xiŋgɾne-ɲə xiŋgɾne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɾ-ɲɛ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɾ-ɲɛkə(m)

3 M xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɾj̥
xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɸ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛm

F xiŋgɾ-ɲɛʃ
2008
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ xiŋgɾnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɾnɑ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɾne-Ø xiŋgɾnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɾne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɾnɛ-ɾ̥j
xiŋgɾnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɾnɛ-m 

F xiŋgɾnɑ-ʃ ~ xiŋgɾnɛ-s
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Mengumari made a major change and partial reversal to older generation speech in
his paradigm for ‘talk’ in 2008. His original change from the older generation speakers
created a uniform paradigm in 1978 by extending the 1SG stem to all persons and num-
bers in the paradigm. By 2008, he had reverted to two stem forms. His reversal was to
reinstate the /e/-final stem to the second person and third person dual and plural forms. He
followed Ginab and Bajur in extending the /e/-final form everywhere else in the para-
digm. That final part was an extension, not a reversal to a previous pronunciation. See
Mengumari’s paradigms for /pthi/ ‘talk’ in 1978 and 2008 in table 42.

Mengumari made dramatic changes to the stems for /hingni, hingne/ ‘work’. As
shown in table 43, 1995, his paradigm revealed three stem forms: /hingrni, hingrne,
hingr/. The 1SG stem alone resisted leveling, compared with Bapioha’s baseline para-
digm in 1970 and 1978. The second and third person stems appear to have lost the final
syllable [ne] / [nɛ], by a reanalysis of the morpheme boundary with the person markers;
the resulting stem was /hingr/. This reanalysis was clearly related to the leveling of the

TABLE 42. REVERSALS OF STEM CHANGES FOR /ptha/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲə pɨtɨɣɑ-ɲəm
2  pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɑ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɑ-ʃ

Innovative Older Generation 1970
1  pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2  pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m 
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

Mengumari
1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣi-nə pɨtɨɣi-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣi-Ø pɨtɨɣi-ßɨn pɨtɨɣi-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣi-ɾ̥ pɨtɨɣi-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m
F pɨtɨɣi-t

2008
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣε-ɲə pɨtɨɣε-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m) 

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

Bajur
1978
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣɛ-nə pɨtɨɣɛ-nəm
2 pɨtɨɣɛ-Ø pɨtɨɣɛ-ßɨn pɨtɨɣɛ-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣɛ-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣɛ-ɸ pɨtɨɣɛ-m
F pɨtɨɣɛ-ʃ

1995
1 pɨtɨɣi-ɑ pɨtɨɣe-ɲə pɨtɨɣe-ɲəm
2 pɨtɨɣe-Ø pɨtɨɣe-ßɨn pɨtɨɣe-kə(m)

3 M pɨtɨɣe-ɾ̥j pɨtɨɣe-ɸ pɨtɨɣi-m ~ pɨtɨɣe-m
F pɨtɨɣe-ʃ 
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person markers discussed above in relation to table 41. By 2008, Mengumari had reintro-
duced the [ɑ]-final stem [xiŋgɾnɑ-] ‘work’ for 1DU and PL, and as an alternating stem for
the 3SG.F, and the [xiŋgɾne-] / [xiŋgɾnɛ-] stem for the second person and third person dual
and plural. The [xiŋgɾnɛ-] stem in the 3SG.M position was not a reversal, but an extension
of the majority stem (table 43, 2008). 

Do these data indicate freely varying forms over the entire 38-year period of the
study? If that were the case, it would be strange that the /i/-final stem used for the 1DU and
PL in 1970 would not have shown up in one of those positions in the recording of the par-
adigm in successive years. Likewise, one might expect the /i/-final stem used for the 2SG
and 3SG forms in 1995 to have shown itself in one of those positions in 1970, 1978, or
2008 if they were in fluctuation the entire time. That does not seem to be the answer in
this case.

The reversal of changes among this group defies a phonological explanation with any
predictable directionality to it. It seems unlikely, furthermore, that these young men
changed their assessment of which stem was the most autonomous when reversing ear-
lier changes based on the 1SG stem. It would appear, rather, that Ginab and Bajur isolated
the irregular 1SG stem in the paradigm, and extended the more common stem forms. In
fact, none of the hypotheses we have been considering seem to allow for these types of
reversals. Perhaps sociological factors were influencing these reversals. 

3.6 THE SOCIOLOGICAL FACTOR IN REVERSALS IN LAN-
GUAGE CHANGE. So what can we say about these changes among the younger
generation speakers? In the Alamblak traditions, young men of marriageable age were
initiated into the secret men’s society which took place in the spirit house. The formally
initiated adult men spent much time in the spirit house, including sleeping there. That tra-
dition began diminishing during World War II when Japanese soldiers destroyed many of

TABLE 43. REVERSALS OF STEM CHANGES FOR /hingna/ ‘TALK’

Person Singular Dual Plural
Bapioha 1970–1978
1  xiŋgɨni-ɑ xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɨnɑ-ɲəm
2  xiŋgɨnɛ-Ø xiŋgɨnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɨnɛ-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɨnɑ-ɾ̥j xiŋgɨnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɨnɛ-m
F xiŋgɨnɑ-ʃ

Mengumari
1995
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ† xiŋgɾne-ɲə xiŋgɾne-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɾ-ɲɛ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛßɨn xiŋgɾ-ɲɛkə(m)
3 M xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɾ̥j xiŋgɾ-ɲɛɸ xiŋgɾ-ɲɛm

F xiŋgɾ-ɲɛʃ
2008
1 xiŋgɾni-ɑ xiŋgɾnɑ-ɲə xiŋgɾnɑ-ɲəm
2 xiŋgɾne-Ø xiŋgɾnɛ-ßɨn xiŋgɾne-kə(m)

3 M xiŋgɾnɛ-ɾ̥j xiŋɾnɛ-ɸ xiŋgɾnɛ-m g
F xiŋgɾnɑ-ʃ ~ xiŋgɾnɛ-s

† The [ɾ] in Mengumari’s stems for ‘work’ is a feature of an Alam-
blak dialect in the Black Water area to the west of the village of
Amongabi on the Karawari River.
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the spirit houses in the Alamblak territory, according to eye witness reports to the author.
Toward the end of the 1950s, the last of the Alamblak men experienced the full tradi-
tional rite of passage into adulthood, even though spirit houses were still built in most
Alamblak villages. 

The young teenage men were still separated from their mothers’ supervision as tradi-
tion dictated. Rather than staying with the adults in the spirit house, however, these young
men would band together and each group would build its own house for sleeping and
hanging out together while helping with family activities as they came up. I surmise that
this small degree of isolation among Alamblak teenagers could have fostered language
change among that group. The three younger speakers of this study were aged 13–23
when their leveling of verb stems and person markers were recorded. All were unmar-
ried, and living with other teenage boys in the young men’s sleeping-houses in their vil-
lage. While in this stage, the youth spent less time with the adults, but they did have
plenty of contact with adults in the community. However, they definitely missed out on
much of the late evening conversation among the men. More importantly, perhaps, they
and their peers experienced a time of enjoying the free spirit of spending time together
without adult supervision, and it could have been that peer interaction that was a catalyst
for changes in their speech.

When I documented their reverting to the adult person/number forms, and to a lesser
degree to adult stem forms, these subjects were married and no longer lived in the young
men’s sleeping-houses. The hypothesis here is that reversals of innovations may occur
when previously isolated speakers are fully incorporated into the adult society and no lon-
ger isolated to any significant degree from the larger community. 

3.7 THE AGE FACTOR. What age group initiates a paradigm leveling process?
This article has documented paradigm leveling or partial leveling in the speech of four
Alamblak men. Data were recorded from these men at different stages of their lives.
Ginab exhibited paradigmatic changes in 1970 at approximately 15 years of age, and he
made phonemic changes in the verb stems until he was about 33 years of age in 1978.
Mengumari was approximately 20 years old when he had leveled one paradigm to com-
plete uniformity, documented in 1978. He continued changing paradigms of conjugation
2 verbs and in the person markers until 2008 at age 50. Bajur’s speech showed evidence
of leveling at age 14 in 1978 and continued to exhibit minor variation until 2008 at age
44. These men began the paradigmatic leveling in their teenage years and continued to
make changes well into adulthood. Bapioha extended one stem pthi ‘talk’ to five other
positions in his paradigm some time between the ages of 30 and 55 years. There may be
a lesson here for applied linguists. They might do well to be slow to change a practical
orthography based on the speech of speakers younger than 30 years of age.

4.  CONCLUSION: THE HUMAN FACE OF LANGUAGE CHANGE.
The process of paradigm leveling in Alamblak seems to have included some conscious
choices. Two individuals seemed to select different forms as the base form on which to
extend to other positions in the same paradigm. The three younger men also extended the
same base form in different ways in the paradigm. Furthermore, at different stages the
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same individual changed his previous selection of base form. For ptha ‘talk’, Ginab in
1970 extended the 1SG stem to the 1DU and PL forms, but not to the second person stems
as the older adult innovators had done. Mengumari, on the other hand, chose to extend
the 1SG stem to the entire paradigm by 1978, which was an extension beyond what the
older innovators had done. Then, by 2008, he selected the majority stem form to supplant
the 1SG stem form in every position except the first singular. Angor, on the other hand,
selected a different base form than Ginab and Mengumari had selected. Angor selected
the majority stem final /e/ form rather than from the 1SG /i/-final stem as Ginab and
Mengumari had done. Angor then generalized the majority form to all of the manifesta-
tions of the stem (pthe) in all positions of the paradigm (table 29). None of the speakers
that were tracked in this project selected the 3SG stem form as the base form for leveling
the paradigm even though it may well have been the most frequently occurring form in
everyday speech. 

The search for a theory of morphophonemic change that explains observations con-
tinues. Theories have been promoted since 1880 and none have yet accounted for all of
the observed variations in paradigm leveling. Bybee and others have concluded that lan-
guage change is not determined by principles of a universal grammar, but results from
processes of language use. Principles of language change remain elusive, however, leav-
ing us with statistical tendencies at best. It looks like paradigm leveling responds to local
language conditions and human choice within the framework of natural phonological
processes and perhaps other psychological predispositions. This local language control of
leveling can explain the indeterminacy of leveling, and should be considered a funda-
mental factor of paradigmatic change, if not language change in general. Speakers of lan-
guage are active agents of change and they are not entirely constrained by subconscious
phonetic factors of change, nor frequency in discourse. 

APPENDIX. ALTERNATING AND NONALTERNATING NOUN STEMS

A sampling of noun stems in Alamblak are as follows:
Alternating stems:
‘cockatoo’ [gɑ-ɾ̥j] ‘3SG.M’ [gɑ-ʃ] ‘3SG.F’ [gɛ-ɸ] ‘3DU’ [gɛ-m] ‘3PL’
‘iron wood tree/product’ [xɑ-ɾ̥j] ‘3SG.M’ [xɑ-ʃ] ‘3SG.F’ [xɛ- ɸ] ‘3DU’ [xɛ-m] ‘3PL’
‘earthquake’ [nunɑ-ɾ̥j] ‘3SG.M’ [nunɑ-ʃ] ‘3SG.F’ [nunɛ- ɸ] ‘3DU’ [nunɛ-m] ‘3PL’
Nonalternating stems:
‘bird’ [nuŋgwɑ- ɾ̥] ‘3SG.M’[nuŋgwɑ-t] ‘3SG.F‘, [nuŋgwɑ- ɸ] ‘3DU’,

 [nuŋgwɑ-m] ‘3PL’
‘coconut (fruit)’ [teɣɑ-t] ‘3SG.G’ 
‘thorn’ [χoɣoɾɑ- ɾ̥] ‘3SG.M’
‘water [bu-pa-m] ‘3PL‘
‘round stone headed adze’ [boɣɑ-ɾ̥] ‘3SG.M’
‘banana’ [gönɨɣɑ-t] ‘3SG.F’
‘arrow [iŋɑ-t] ‘3SG.F’
‘head’ [mößɣɑ-t] ‘3SG.F’
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